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Alternative names for this talk

ü “Buffer overflows are really hard, lying is easy”

ü “If you can’t go through the firewall, go through 
the secretary”

ü “To attack and surely take it, attack where they 
do not defend”



A Definition

efforts to influence popular attitudes and social 
behaviour on a large scale, whether by 
governments or private groups

- Wikipedia definition
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ü Bush Down to 8 Friends on Myspace

ü Jesus Christ to Star in Next Series of Batman

ü Bush Claims He Has Supernatural Abilities

ü Donald Trump missing, feared kidnapped

ü What Annoyed Us About The Olympic Opening Ceremony

ü Fox News Admits Grievous Error

ü New Economic Stimulus Package Includes Goat

ü Preliminary US Presidential election polls results here



Swine Flu Social Engineering

ü First US swine flu victims!
üUS swine flu statistics 
ü Salma Hayek caught swine flu! 
ü Swine flu worldwide!
ü Swine flu in Hollywood!
ü Swine flu in USA
üMadonna caught  swine flu!
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What is Social Engineering?

techniques hackers use to decei ve a 
trusted computer user wi thin a company 
into revealing sensitive information, or trick 
an unsuspecti ng mark into performing 
actions that create a securi ty hole for them 
to slip through

- Kevin Mitnick 



Why social engineering works

ü People want to help
ü Customer service focussed society (e.g. call centres)

ü Greed
ü Passwords for chocolate

ü Tendency to trust
ü Complacency
ü It’s easier to give people information to get r id of them

ü Fear (of getting into trouble f or not doing their job)
ü People don’t like confrontations
ü The yes rule



Remote v’s On Site v ’s Real World

ü Remote
ü Email
ü Fax
ü Telephone

ü On site
ü Extreme social engineering
ü Very effective but may be easier to get caught

ü Next generation: real world attacks
ü Traffic ticket incident, February 2009
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Different types of attacks

ü Mumble attack
ü Reverse social engineering
ü Road apples
ü 10 attack
ü Phishing 
ü Remote v's On Site v’s Real World



Is Social Engineering a real problem?



A Social Engineering attack on Twitter

" One of the admins has a yahoo account, i've reset the 
password by answering to the secret question. Then, in 
the mailbox, i have found his/her twitter password. I've 
used social engineering only, no exploit, no xss
vulnerability, no backdoor, np sql injection."

- Hacker Croll, April 2009
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Why perform a social engineering test?

ü To test the effectiveness of physical security controls
ü To test the level of (and even improve) security    

awareness among staf f
ü To give your staff practice at identif ying the techniques 

that social engineers may use and at learning how to 
deal with social engineering situations

ü To provide valuable recommendations on both security 
awareness and physical security

ü Often combined with a technical penetration test
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The stages of the attack

1. Target identification
2. Reconnaissance
3. Creating your scenario
4. Going in for the attack
5. Getting out again
6. (Writing the report)
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Before you start
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Reconnaissance (1)

• Passive information gathering
ü Search engines
ü Social networking sites
ü Company website / Annual reports
ü Job ads / Employee resumes
ü Online developers forums
ü Whois records
ü Maltego
ü Etc
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Reconnaissance (2)

• Physical reconnaissance 
ü Google Maps
ü Where are the security guards?
ü Do smokers congregate in a certain area outside?
ü Where are the CCTV cameras?
ü Watch staff movements.  What time do employees go in / 

leave the office?  What time do staff have lunch?
ü Do staff wear and/or show passes?  Can you copy them?
ü Any unusual ways in?  Fire escapes / garages /etc.
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Creating Your Scenario

ü Think about how sophisticated your attack                                       
needs to be

ü More security focused organisations, eg,                                         
banks, will require a more complex attack

ü Use props

• mobile phones, recording devices, ID cards,                                                 
cups of coffee, folders/documents to deliver... 

• costumes: security jackets, hard hats, cleaners                                        
overalls, clipboard, suit, courier, pest control...



The Times Top Ten Real -Life Spy Gadgets

1. Poison-tipped umbrella

2. Dart gun

3. Compass buttons
4. Exploding briefcase

5. Exploding rats

6. Cigarette-case gun

7. Hollowed-out lighter

8. Wallet document camera

9. Microphone in an olive
10. Rock bug

the ultimate spy accessory
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Creating Your Scenario

ü Think about how sophisticated your attack                                       
needs to be

ü More security focused organisations, eg,                                         
banks, will require a more complex attack

ü Use props

• mobile phones, recording devices, ID cards,                                                 
cups of coffee, folders/documents to deliver... 

• costumes: security jackets, hard hats, cleaners                                        
overalls, clipboard, suit, courier, pest control...
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Sample scenarios - phone

ü Internal IT support
üFreelance IT journalist
üRecruitment agent
üCharity worker
ü ISP abuse team member
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Sample scenarios – on site

ü Tailgate (not really a scenario but often works – try 
carrying two cups of coffee)

ü Employee / Temp 
ü Delivery guy
ü Girlfriend/boyfriend
ü Workman / engineer
ü Fire warden
ü Cleaner/security/main tenance
ü Do not impersonate real people or organisations!
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Going in for the attack

ü Use your scenario to get in
ü Gain access to network
ü Prove you were there
ü Trophy gathering – physical and electronic
ü Leave a token
ü Take photos
ü Make some internal phone calls

ü Have an exi t strategy



Reporting

üTell the story
üStandard pen test report wi th methods 

used, vulnerabilities, recommendati ons
üUse photos and other evi dence
üDon’t name individuals
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A few tips

üUse a false name, but use your own first name.
üConsider using a surname t hat sounds like your    

own
ü Be a woman (preferably a foreign one)
ü Flirt / use flattery
üOffer an incentive
üGet a job
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Secrets of Success

üBalance of Power

üTime Travel – or how to be an effecti ve liar
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Hello Bob,

I hope you don't mind me emailing you.  I found your graduate profile on your company 
website and got your email address from reception.

I am a final year student studying Computer Science, Linguistics & French at Trinity 
College Dublin.  I am currently looking for a job  for when I finish university.  I am very 
interested in your company’s Graduate Development Programme.  It looks like it has 
lots of variety and would be good experience for someone coming from an IT 
background who is looking to get into the financial side of things.  Although I aim to 
have a career in finance, I am concerned about starting this with a degree in computer 
science.  I was wondering what your opinion on this move may be, or if you know of 
any other graduates who may have done something similar who I could talk to.

The closing date for graduate applications is next Wednesday 23rd December, so I am 
trying to do all my research and get the application in as soon as possible.  I would 
appreciate any views you have on this matter.

Thanking you in advance,

Sharon Conheady
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Hi Sharon,

I am very impressed with your guile in getting my email address. I am more than 
happy to receive your email.

You should not be at all concerned with whether your degree course is not relevant for 
the job. We pride ourselves on not being a Degree Snob organisation. A lot of my 
fellow grads have come from backgrounds such as Physics, Classics, History etc so 
we aren't  concerned with that. I think the fact you do computer science is a benefit, 
because you will have developed analyt ical and logic skills which are very important. 
Also your linguistics background demonstrates communicative skills. You will need to 
try and get this across in the application form.

If you need any other help on the application form feel free to ask - you can call me or 
you can email me. There will be an area on the form asking where you heard about 
the job - if you put my name down it will show that you've taken time and initiative to 
talk to me, and its something I would certainly mention to the Grad HR Team.

As I said if you have any other questions feel free to ask.

Bob
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Hi Bob,

Thanks for replying.  It is good to hear that your company does not insist on having a 
finance or a business degree.  I know some of the banks do, and that has put me off.

I am actually in London tomorrow and Wednesday for a last minute interview, so I was 
wondering if it might be possible to come in for a quick 15 minute visit and see the 
kind of thing you do in your company and maybe go through some of my answers on 
the application form.

Do you think I could meet you or someone from Graduate Recruitment to do this?

Thanks again for all your help - it is very much appreciated.

Sharon
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Yeah - if you need directions just let me know.

I will let Reception know you are coming so just report to reception 
and they will give you a pass.
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What can go wrong?

üYou are recognised
üBalance of power backfires
üOvercompensate by giving too much detail
üLaws you might break
• Trespass, Deception, Breaking and Entering, Going equipped, Theft, 

Vandalism, Impersonating a government official, etc…

=> BE PREPARED!
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How to prevent social engineering 
attacks

ü Education & Awareness
ü Social engineering testing
ü Security policy
ü Vet your staff
ü Get your staff involved
ü Don’t trust anyone!
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